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Is a Web Page Worth The Investment?

by Gary Savelli

One of the great struggles the smaller brokerage or agency
faces when deciding whether or not to invest in a website is a

question that is similar to what they go through with their advertising budget:
"Am I going to make a return on this investment?"

Well,  let's look at the costs involved in a web site, versus the possible rate of
return.  First of all, you must register your domain name.  Approximate cost:
$5.00-$10.00 (per year).

I will not include the cost of your Internet provider, because I will assume that is
already something your agency or brokerage is doing.  So, next is the cost of
hosting your web site.  I am astounded when I hear of unusually high amounts of
money being spent for hosting web sites, when there are hosts that will now offer
a full 50MB of space (more than you'll ever need), with CGI capability for your
quote forms, for only $5.00 a month (if you don't know of one, contact me for a
special rate/provider.)  Approximate cost, $60.00 per year.

Then we have the cost of building a top quality site, and maintaining it.  There is
where the cost really scares agents and brokers away ... but don't let it do that to
you.  Some agents I see pay thousands of dollars and get a site with a bunch of
bells and whistles they do not need.   Or, the reverse - agents paying $500-
$1000 for a canned looking set of pages made by a company that does not SELL
INSURANCE, and the result being a web site that is worthless from a sales
standpoint.  And lastly there is the web site made by the agent's high school son
for nothing - that looks amateur ... and will never make a nickel.  Also a bad
move.

It is my opinion that the agency or brokerage starting their first website should
spend NO MORE than $500 for their first site, and it must be designed by a
company that KNOWS insurance.  Normally the cost of updating is minimal,
perhaps $100-$200 per year.  (If you don't know of a good design company, we
can build a great looking site for you, optimized for search engine placement, and
complete with quoting forms for only $500.00 -  you can see samples and
information at:  http://www.insurance-web-sales.com.  Incidentally, my goal in this
article is not sell you a web site - but some agents just do not know where to turn.
I get asked all the time - "who made YOUR web site?"   So if you like what I have
done, at least it's an alternative if you cannot find a design company you feel
comfortable with.)

Lastly, the agency must submit ALL web pages to the search engines on a
regular basis (monthly at least) and this can be done by the agency staff for
nothing - or you can pay a submission service a small fee, which runs about
$5.00-$10.00 per page, and make sure you use a company that does
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submissions BY HAND, not robotically (if you don't know of a reputable
submission company, try our submission service at:  http://www.submit-by-
hand.com).  Without submitting your web site to search engines, your sales will
be very limited - you need to have viewers find you.  So let's say, for this
example, that you spend $150 on submissions which is realistic for moderate
success on line.

Let's add up the annual figures:
Registration:  $5.00
Hosting:        $60.00
Design & Maintenance:  $700.00
Web Page Submission:  $150.00
(or free)

Total cost for everything is under
$1000.  Cheaper than a
computer!  And every year
following your cost would be less
than $200!

Will you get your money back?  Last year, our San Francisco agency
(www.sr22.net) made over $75,000 in NEW business brokerage fees and
commissions on the web.  That did not count renewals, referrals, etc.   Because
of my expertise in programming, granted, our sales  figures may be a rarity - but
even a "novice" agency can follow my instructions and look to gain a fine return
on their investment in the first year.  I have never known an agency that did
things the RIGHT WAY that did not make money on the web.  The great thing
about the Internet is that your growth will be exponential.  Small sales at first, and
that grows and expands as you get your web site in the search engines, phone
ads, and other advertising.   A web site works.  It's vital now, and will be more
vital to the survival of your agency in the future.   But most of all - you just need
to decide it's time to do it.

If you don't know how to start - I lay out an entire "battle plan" in an easy to follow
book (you can buy it on line at http://www.insurance-web-sales.com) - and before
you know it you will decide that it WAS worth the investment, and you'll wish
you'd have done it years ago!   Good Luck!

Gary Savelli is President of Internet Sales of Basic West Insurance 
Agency in San Francisco, CA, technology convention speaker, twice 
winner of the "idea of the year" award at the AAACO Convention, and 
professional HTML computer programmer.  Gary's book "Selling In-
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The ABC's of a Successful Insurance
Internet Web Site.

by Gary Savelli

Since I have been assisting brokers and agents with their web
sites for the past several years,  the degree of their insurance agency Internet
success always comes back to the "A, B, C's."   What I am going to tell you in
this article is, in my experience, the ONLY way to sell insurance on the Internet
and have it make a real impact on your agency bottom line.   I must state again:
THERE ARE NO EXCEPTIONS to these three rules, or what I call  "the A, B, C's
of successful insurance Internet marketing" for the agent wanting to add a steady
flow of business to their agency from their web site.

"A" -  You need A PLAN.

The only agencies I have ever seen sell insurance on the web were those who
had a real plan on what they wanted to accomplish, and how to go about it.  Most
agents say, "I want to sell some insurance on the web."   That is NOT a plan!   A
plan involves your agency looking at just a few things you do well, and drawing
those buyers to your agency.  The bottom line is not how MANY things you have
to OFFER.  It is what are the FEW things you have which people will BUY.

Sit down, and think about what it is YOUR AGENCY does that others are NOT
doing.  It may be umbrella policies which take high speed boats.  Or life
insurance for smokers.  Or you may have a market which few other agents have,
like a motorcycle program for the young driver.   Or an auto policy for antique
vehicles.   Don't go after EVERYTHING at first.  You can expand your products
later.  But initially, go after SPECIFIC things.

Without a plan, you are destined to end up lost in the sea of other insurance web
sites, trying to sell everything that everyone else is.  Your success will be limited
at best.  You need a PLAN!

"B" -  You need a GOOD WEB SITE.

When I say a "good" web site, I do not mean one that is elaborate, or filled with
all kinds of effects and such.  Actually, extravagant web sites are not "good" in
terms of selling insurance on the web.  Your web site must be "good" in that it will
attract the viewers you want, and have them BUY insurance from you.  Attracting
viewers involves several key elements:  1)  It must be coded well so that it will be
found, or at least have a chance of being found, by the search engines.  If you
don't know how to have a page coded well, you can visit this web page for a very
short tutorial:  http://www.submit-by-hand.com/netseen.html.  2)  Your web pages
must be attractive, professional, and have pleasing white space and graphics.
Nothing is worse for insurance sales than a cheesy looking, or amateur looking
site.   3)  Your web pages must have content that displays  PRICING information
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or samples of pricing on policies you sold.  People buying insurance want to get
a basic idea on "how much" - so you must give them ideas ON YOUR PAGE

(past accounts you have sold,
etc.).  It is VERY difficult for
insurance agents to be
successful without giving
"number$", if you know what I
mean!   4)  Your web pages
MUST encourage your viewers to
call you, or contact you by e-mail
to BUY insurance.  They don't
want to know "about your staff",
as much as they want to know,
"how can I get what you're
selling".  Therefore, your web site
must display a toll free number,

instructions on getting quotes, etc.  These are the four key elements of a GOOD
insurance web site.

"C" -  You need "perseverance".

95% of the agents starting web sites give up on it after 3 months.  The fact is,
that it takes no less than one year to start making money with your site. It takes
that long to get the word out, get listed in the search engines, and do the things
that are needed to position you well to make sales.   If you are contemplating
starting a site, it is important to realize that you CAN make money on the web -
but it takes time and perseverance.  Let's say it again:  It takes TIME and
PERSEVERANCE!

You must advertise your web site EVERYWHERE.  On business cards, on flyers,
in envelope stuffers, on your yellow page or other advertising.  You must PUSH
to get your web site listed in the search engines - that means submitting to these
engines on a regular basis (all of your pages once a month at least).  It means
finding places to link your site with (exchanging links with companies, services,
etc.).  It means WORK!!

It means work of a long period of time.  And without it, you will not succeed.

Gary Savelli is President of Internet Sales of Basic West Insurance 
Agency in San Francisco, CA, technology convention speaker, twice 
winner of the "idea of the year" award at the AAACO Convention, and 
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I have NEVER known one agent that did these three things with a whole heart -
these "A, B, C's" - who did not make an impact in their agency with their Internet
efforts.  There is money to be made by the agency that does it right.   If you need
more detailed information on HOW to do these things, I suggest you get my
publication, "Selling Insurance on the Internet" - it would be a great $25
investment, and whether you build a web site or not, after reading it you will know
how the Internet can be a sales tool in your agency, and to what degree.   Our
San Francisco agency has sold, on average, over 100 policies and bonds per
month for the past two years straight.   And I will close this article with this
encouraging word: you can do it too!
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How to Sell Insurance on the Internet
. . . The Old Fashioned Way
by Gary Savelli

Never in my wildest dreams did I think I would be able to
tell people that I made $75,000 my FIRST YEAR actively selling insurance
on the Internet. And it looks like the coming year will be even better.
Through our web site, our small four person San Francisco family agency
is selling an average of 50 or more policies and bonds per month as I write
this....

The past four months were record months, with close to 100 new policies A MONTH,
all sold via the Internet. We get 20-50 quote requests daily and, of course, referrals \
from customers we have sold at our web site. Folks, I am telling you the truth when I
say that we are trying to CUT BACK on Internet sales because we cannot keep up
with it. There is money to be made on the Internet, and if other insurance agents
have tried, and tell you otherwise, it's usually because they have not done it right or
have not understood what it takes to make sales. Here's what it takes.... Forget the
common jargon you read in every broker and agent magazine article you pick up
about insurance on the Internet. Yes we all need fast loading sites, interesting
content, regular search engine submission, fast and automated quoting... but
phooey! We know all that. We've read the same stuff over and over! Most agents
that have web sites know what to do (or are learning what to do) -but they are selling
only a few policies here and there. It's a start -but it's not "success." I have insurance
brokers, marketing representatives, insurance companies, agency managers, and
web site designers asking me how I sell insurance on the web.... because they can't!
Yesterday I spoke with a company Internet consultant who told me that what my
agency is selling rivals most COMPANY'S Internet sales numbers!

For a variety of reasons, insurance agencies both small and large, and even some
companies, just aren't doing what it takes to be successful at it. Now, in this article
I'm NOT talking to big companies like Progressive, InsWeb, etc. who have budgets
of millions of dollars, and can do things that 99.9% of the average agencies cannot
do.  Forget all of that... you don't need it. Let them do what they are doing, and God
bless them. What YOU need to do is so simple, most agents overlook it altogether.

Let's try HARD WORK for a change!

There is a mentality out there that somehow thinks one can get a  web site up and
running, and do just about nothing, and all this money will come rolling in. It's just not
so. I don't know where that idea started, but let's get rid of it.

To make money on the Internet takes a lot of WORK. I have helped several agents
get going and I find one thing in common: the agencies that sit back waiting for their
web site to do the work, reap just about nothing. The ones that go crazy TRYING to
make it work see results. So the question is, what effort are you putting into it? My
sales do not come "automatically" from the Internet. In fact, the more "automated"
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my site is, the FEWER sales I make. Why? Because I believe insurance is
something that will always need some personal intervention. I'm sure these
"automated" company sites do all right, but I have heard the bottom lines are not
what they were hoping for.

Of the 100 automatic auto quotes my site does, I sell maybe two of them. MAYBE.
Of the 100 auto quotes I intervene in (by e-mail, telephone, or mail) - the ratio goes
up to something like 20. Why? Because I am a salesman. I'm a nice guy. I like my
clients. I want to help them. I'm eager to go out of my way to "fix" things for them. I
spend time with them. I make things easy for them. I work hard!! If a fellow has
received an automatic quote from Progressive, and then talked to me, if my product
is competitive, I will win every time (I hope!). Now - hard work you say? Hard work in
what?  Of course we can only talk about a few things in an article this length, but let's
return to the things that everyone knows already, and see how hard work can make
it all come together for you.

Your Web Site and The World of Search Engines

The normal course is that an agent will submit their web page to a few search
engines, and keep their fingers crossed. Yes, they may see a few hits to their site if
their web pages come up on occasion. But eventually your web site will disappear
from the rankings and sometimes altogether from an engine for no known reason.
Fresh submissions are the best. We have a diligent submission schedule at our
office where we are submitting EVERY WEB PAGE we have to the major search
engines on a regular basis. At least monthly. If we are looking for more traffic,
sometimes every two to three weeks. When we are too busy to handle the number of
quotes coming in we STOP submitting to cool things off.

How long does submitting web pages take? Many hours. It costs money if you want
someone else to do it for you (a great "by-hand" submission operation which does
your page for only $10 to all the major engines can be found at http://www.submit-by
hand.com). If you don't submit your pages regularly, you can forget it. Without hard
work, you will see very little traffic at your site. And usually your MAIN or HOME
page is a search engine loser, so you need sub pages that feature other kinds of
insurance programs you have to offer. The more, the better. That's more hard work
designing and redesigning until you are successful.

Is One Web Page Enough?

No. One web page is mediocre at
best. That is if you are trying to
sell insurance. If you want a
glorified "calling card" on the
Internet, stick with one web page.
If you want to sell insurance, you
need a minimum of 12, each
targeting your potential customer's
interest. We have over 100 web
pages. We have 20 domain
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names featuring different kinds of coverage. We work hard at getting to people who
need our help, and statistics prove that if they don't find what they need within 12
minutes, they quit. So, much effort is given by us to be found for very specific
situations, and to be found quickly. For example: for "special event" coverage, we
have a wedding event page. What can you do? If you write airplane insurance, get a
Boeing Airplane insurance page. If you write roofers liability, get a specific page for
that product. If all you have is a blurb on your main page, the engines and viewers
will not pick you up. This all takes time and effort on your part.  Are you willing to do
it?

The Inquiry, Quoting, and Sales Process

My web site has very RARELY sold a policy all by itself. It is always best to get as
close to the person inquiring as you can. It takes a lot of effort. Sometimes a person
wanting a quote does not want to talk to you, so you can't get too close, but my
experience has been that most are happy to meet a "real" person. So when your
quotes start coming in, you need to really do some "selling" to get your clients. If I
talk to a person on the phone, that is by far the BEST way to make a sale. Next,
would be e-mail contact. Last would be them getting automated information and
contacting me. If I can TALK to the person, I get a good feel for what they need, and
what I have to offer them if anything. If I just sent them an e-mail, I have to wait for
THEM to decide if they want my service (whereas, when I can talk to them, I can
ASK them to make a decision right away.) And lastly, automated quotes are least
effective because I cannot be involved in the sales process at all... and as I said, I
sell very few of those. Now the Internet buyer is very "quick" and "savvy." Yes, they
are glad to meet a nice person like you, but they want some service.

So, if you are going to have a secretary take a message when they call, of if you are
too busy to talk, forget it. My staff has explicit instructions to get Internet inquiries to
me or my sales people as close to "right now" as they can. Sometimes that is not
possible, but that is rare. "Call backs" (meaning a person leaving a message and me
returning their call) are most often losers. I have found that by the time I get back to
them it's too late. They want to BUY! And so it can be very hectic, and it takes a lot
of effort. But we sell them all the time, 5 to 10 a day. Perhaps I could sell more than
that if I had the wherewithal, but we are not looking to expand as an agency right
now - so the current volume is more than enough for us to handle at this time.

Processing New Business Effectively

Because Internet customers are looking for service, it takes a lot of effort to "get
ready" for them. When they call, and are ready to buy, are you willing to do what it
takes to be prepared to process that business without delay? Time is of the essence.
We have spent numerous hours getting perfectly clear copies of applications, forms,
and cover letters needed to process that business when the buyer chooses to use
us. When a person says, "fax me the applications, I want the insurance," they have
them in their hand in less than 5 minutes. That makes an impression - and a sale. If
they have to wait until later in the day, they may call someone else - it happens to us
on occasion. But if you have done your job, it's going to be you that wins out. My
bookkeeper runs credit cards through immediately when a fax order arrives. She has
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to stop everything to get that done, because once the money is in hand, it's over! So
we are scrambling at times to finalize each policy. But it works. It works because WE
are working, and working hard. "In Conclusion" The results? A happy staff among
other things. When a day goes by so fast, because we are so busy, morale stays
high. People have a sense of accomplishment. They know we are making money
and doing well. And we reward them for it. If they work hard, I want to compensate
them for it. We have a wonderful agency "family" - and a Chinese lunch every Friday.
An agency shirt and baseball cap. Candy, dinner gift certificates, and even cash
bonuses. Why not? We worked hard for it! Folks, it's a big pie. Are you selling five
new pieces of business every day without spending anything extra in advertising?
Without knocking on doors? Without buying a huge yellow page ad? Without hiring
more sales people? I am. I'm happy! I am not offering you a "get rich quick scheme."
It's about adding a steady flow of customers to your business each and every day. If
you are willing to WORK HARD to get your web site started and running efficiently,
the Internet will work back for YOU.

Gary Savelli is President of Internet Sales of Basic West Insurance 
Agency in San Francisco, CA, technology convention speaker, twice 
winner of the "idea of the year" award at the AAACO Convention, and 
professional HTML computer programmer.  Gary's book "Selling In-
surance on the Internet" published by IIAA/Rough Notes is available at 
his website at: http://www.insurance-web-sales.com) 
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Making Money Where You Have Never
Made It Before

by Gary Savelli

One of the best things to do with your agency web site is to
"make money where you have never made it before."  What could be better than
gaining an income stream which is completely new?  Such potential is there on
the Internet.   One of the things our San Francisco agency found out quickly in
our Internet endeavors, was that the web was a great place to make money
selling coverages we had not been able to before!

Examples you ask?   Prior to having a web site, our new business count for
monoline earthquake insurance was zero - unless one of existing homeowners
policy holders  wanted such coverage.  Now it is not a rare thing to see a monthly
commission check come in for over $500, and sometimes close to $1000 just on
earthquake insurance!    That is on NEW business, SOLELY from Internet
customers.

Prior to having a web site, we sold perhaps one or two Special Event policies per
month (the source of that business was from a yellow page ad we had).  Now, it
is a commonplace occurrence to write one or two event policies a DAY (each
bringing in over $100 in commissions and fees to our agency).

Prior to having a web site, we sold, on a good month, one or two surety bonds.
Now, surety bonds is one of the main sources of new business income at the
agency (sometimes amounting in excess of $1000 or $2000 in commissions a
month.)

There are lines of insurance that are MADE for the Internet.  Your imagination is
the limit.  Think about the "unusual".  Everyone writes auto insurance.  It's getting
harder to find customers when everyone offers it, so don't worry about auto
insurance for now.   Start developing web pages that go after the things that
FEW other agencies write, and that are specialty items.  When customers call
their current agent for special insurance coverages or bonds, their agent normally
can't help them, so these customers go looking on the Internet to fill that void.
You must be there to help them.

Special programs your agency may have through various companies are
PERFECT for the web.  "Guarantee issue smokers life insurance", "Motorcycle
insurance for drivers regardless of points on driving record",  "instant issue travel
insurance" --- these kinds of programs are tailor made for the internet.  Look over
your inventory and get to work!
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And one last helpful tip:  You will NOT get these customers finding your special
programs from your agency "home page".  You must begin to develop sub pages
(or better yet, separate domains) for these specific types of coverages.  And don't
forget to submit these sub pages to the search engines regularly so your new
customers can find you.  If you need more specifics on how to manage these
web pages and submissions give me a call - my consultations are always free.
If you're already on the web - start making money where you have never made it
before.   We did, and it's a rewarding experience!

Gary Savelli is President of Internet Sales of Basic West Insurance 
Agency in San Francisco, CA, technology convention speaker, twice 
winner of the "idea of the year" award at the AAACO Convention, and 
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Making your Web Site Sell

by Gary Savelli

One day, just for fun, go to one of the search engines like Alta
Vista, or Yahoo, etc., and do a search for something like:  "low

cost motorcycle insurance for California".  Then peruse through a dozen
insurance agent web pages (not major insurance company sites - look at AGENT
sites that are trying to sell on line like you are).  What you will find is a common
thread that makes them web sites that will NOT sell insurance.

Of those dozen web sites you will look at, I would venture to say that ALL
TWELVE will be nothing more than glorified calling cards.  They will have a
splash index page that tells a little bit about the agency, with buttons or links on
the left side or in the body of the main page taking the viewer to other pages
within the site (no SELLING there!)  The more professional looking web sites will
offer quote forms for gathering information (no SELLING there!)   The less quality
sites will offer a map, or a biography about the agency  (no SELLING there!)  As
you can see, they are all missing the point.

One major reason for this "failure to sell" on line, is that these sites are most
often designed by people who have NO experience selling insurance on the web.
What they do is design.  But what YOU want to do is SELL!  How can we get the
two to go together?

First of all, I believe there is enough Internet insurance business on the web to
satisfy every agent reading this, or I would have written a book, offer these
articles, or be designing web sites for agents around the country.  Secondly, if
you have an insurance  web site, and you are NOT selling insurance from it, you
are doing something wrong. If you don't have a web site yet, listen up, so you
don't make the mistakes the majority of agents make.

At our San Francisco agency, in the times we were doing all we could to bring
buyers to our web site, we were
selling upwards of 100 to 150
policies and bonds per month.
When we were overwhelmed
with new business, we would
scale back to around 50 per
month,  With only two agents
and five total staff, that was all
we could physically handle.  Now
you ask, "How did you do
THAT!?"   The answer is simple -
I made my web sites SELL!
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Follow these simple "SELLING" principles and you WILL sell policies on line if
you can get visitors to your site:

1)  Make your web site COMPEL viewers to buy insurance from you.  In order to
do that your pages must give "examples" of policies you have sold so viewers
know you can do the same for them.  You must present pricing examples (that is
the most important information.)   You must tell them precisely what they have to
do to get a policy from you, and let them know just how FAST you can get them
insured.  After all, that's the point.

2)  Make your web site SIMPLE and EASY to use.   Don't take your viewers
through a hundred links and pages to get information.  Don't waste their time with
a useless home page that tells them nothing about products they can buy.   Make
your pages very brief.  You must offer SIMPLE quote forms - and those forms
must collect the BARE MINIMUM information needed to get a basic estimate to
them (your initial pricing does not have to be "exact" - call it an estimate!)  If
possible collect quote information on ONE quote page so those viewers do not
get frustrated like you do when filling out a bunch of different forms.

3)  Make buying insurance from you on line the FASTEST and MOST
PLEASANT experience on earth.  If viewers call you, give them a quote instantly.
If viewers request a quote via e-mail or forms, return it the same or next day.  If
you have a potential buyer interested in getting insurance, fax or e-mail them
applications immediately to secure that business.  Accept credit cards for new
business so viewers can place coverage right away.  Just make it so EASY they
WANT insurance from you!

4)  Lastly, have your web pages designed properly and sensitive to terms the
viewers are using on search engines.  You cannot sell insurance to people if they
cannot find you.  If you need help in optimizing or designing your pages to
improve your chances of being found, you can contact us for help.  You can find
an insurance agency web site "battle plan" in our easy to follow book "Selling
Insurance on the Internet" (you can buy it on line at http://www.insurance-web-
sales.com).

   If you make these adjustments in your web site, I am confident you will see
customers coming your way.  Not because I "think" it works - but because we do
it day in and day out - and you can too!

Gary Savelli is President of Internet Sales of Basic West Insurance 
Agency in San Francisco, CA, technology convention speaker, twice 
winner of the "idea of the year" award at the AAACO Convention, and 
professional HTML computer programmer.  Gary's book "Selling In-
surance on the Internet" published by IIAA/Rough Notes is available at 
his website at: http://www.insurance-web-sales.com) 
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Consider Having Multiple Insurance
Web Sites

by Gary Savelli
 
An investment worthy of consideration when selling insurance

over the Internet, is having multiple web sites.  There are several reasons why
this makes sense, but if you are looking to "supercharge" your potential for
making sales on line, I highly recommend doing so.  The cost is now minimal
(about $9.00 per domain name through www.godaddy.com, plus hosting which
can range anywhere from free to $8.00 per month -- if you need a quality host, try
www.ipowerweb.com ).  The return on the small investment can be very
worthwhile.

One thing you must understand about the Internet is HOW people use it.  Unlike
other forms of advertising where you go looking for customers, the Internet is a
place where people go looking for YOU!  Therefore, the first reason for having
multiple web sites is so that your potential customers can specifically find what
you are looking for in the most effective way.  For instance, our San Francisco
agency has one entire web site devoted to Earthquake Insurance.  If the only
earthquake insurance we sold was through our main agency site, people would
have a hard time finding in the search engines, because we do not feature
earthquake coverage more than any other product, and our main page would not
score well with the search engines.  Therefore, our sales would be nil.  By having
a page specifically featuring this coverage - we score well on the engines, and
our viewers do not have to sort through information they are not interested in to
get what they want.  The result is that we sell anywhere from 3 to 20 earthquake
policies a month.

You will need to go through your product portfolio and decide what it is you do
well, and whether it warrants having it's own web site or not.  If you specialize in
health insurance, life insurance, bonds, SR22 filing auto insurance, long term
care coverage.... these are all products that will do well on their own site.

Another good thing you can do having multiple sites is deliver information to your
viewers that is specific to that product line.  Using my earthquake insurance
example above, we have things we offer and are soon to offer which make our
site an asset, which in turns persuades viewers to buy from us.  For instance, I
have an audio clip on that site explaining who is offering earthquake insurance
now, and what the advantages and disadvantages are with each.  We will have
links to earthquake resources and authorities, and a whole lot more.  By offering
free resources, we are affording ourselves a better opportunity to secure that
client.

6 
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Multiple sites means that if you
decide on Internet advertising
through search engine services
(such as Google ad words,
Looksmart, Overture, etc.) you
can target those key words and
spend your advertising dollars
effectively.  Using my earthquake
insurance example again, we
could buy the keyword phrases
such as "California earthquake
insurance", etc. and pay for click

throughs in a more specific and effective way.  It just makes sense.

Remember that you must submit ALL of your sites to search engines on a regular
basis (we recommend once every 3-4 weeks).  If you do not know how, or if you
don't want to spend the time to do this, you can use our by-hand submission
service which does the job for $10.00.  It's a low cost alternative which will save
you the 1-3 hour process if you did it yourself at:  www.submit-by-hand.com ).

Lastly, if you decide you want multiple web sites and are in need a unique and
quality insurance site, we can build one for you only $500 complete (includes
graphics, quote forms, maps, bio, and everything you need to sell from the web.)
If you do not have a website (or have an ineffective one), and would like more
information, I answer all AAACO reader's questions free of charge, if you call
502-445-2382, or e-mail me at: gsavelli@aol.com.  ANY question you have is a
good one, and my goal is to make sure you get a web site you can both afford
and be proud of for as little cost as possible, whether through my service or
another.  And I highly recommend you first get your insurance agency web site
"battle plan" in our easy to follow book "Selling Insurance on the Internet" on line
at http://www.insurance-web-sales.com  prior to doing anything!

Gary Savelli is President of Internet Sales of Basic West Insurance 
Agency in San Francisco, CA, technology convention speaker, twice 
winner of the "idea of the year" award at the AAACO Convention, and 
professional HTML computer programmer.  Gary's book "Selling In-
surance on the Internet" published by IIAA/Rough Notes is available at 
his website at: http://www.insurance-web-sales.com) 
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Search Engines = Potential Customers

by Gary Savelli

At our San Francisco agency, we are currently receiving 30-50
insurance quote requests a day.  Quite frankly, we cannot

handle the volume of business we are doing, and my sister (who does the
processing of new business) has told me:  "you've got to slow down the Internet
stuff - I can't process it all."  If the Internet business was ALL we did, I guess we
could manage it - but as you know, there is a lot more to running your agency
than handling just one thing.  So, we are in the fortunate position of being able to
"choose" what business we want to write, which means that of 40 quotes we
receive on an average day, I am telling 30 people to try again later.

I get asked, "How do you get people to your web site?"  That is a big question,
with a lot of answers.  Most insurance agencies struggle to get new viewers to
their site.  Basically, we derive 100% of our customers from SEARCH ENGINES,
at NO COST to our agency. Wow - what a deal!  Since I have had our agency on
the Web for over 5 years now (which is longer than most), we have had time to
develop strategic positioning in the major search engines at no expense.  Of
course, with my knowledge I have a dramatic advantage over the average
agency, but during the days when search engine submissions were all "free" - it
could be done quite easily.  At this time though, I think a "hybrid" approach (using
free engines and some pay-to-play engines) is probably necessary to get
substantial traffic. Try to get free positioning in all of them (through a constant
submission regimen as described below) - but there may be some you'll have to
pay for, and you should consider doing so, if you have no traffic at your site right
now.

The information I will give you below (for "free"!) costs hundreds of dollars if you
contact a consulting company.  But if you follow these instructions, and if you
have a well designed web site (you need both), you should develop at least
"some" web traffic within 3-6 months.

1)  You MUST submit your website to search engines AT LEAST monthly.  That
means your main page (which would be your domain name) and all sub pages,
since they may have content that would rank better than your homepage.

2)  You must concentrate your efforts on submitting to the MAJOR engines.
Here are a list of the engines' web addresses and names, and you should NOT
forget about these engines which receive FREE submissions at this time.
Realize that the Submit or Add URL page at these engines changes from time to
time, but these are current at the time of this writing:

Revised Search Engine Submission Site Addresses as of September 1, 2006

7 
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As of January 2006, enclosed is
a list of the major search engine
Add URL addresses.  Please
note that these web site
addresses change quite often,
and it is possible that even some
on this list may be outdated!
Normally, if you go to the
engine's main page, you can find
that particular engine's add URL
page.

Most search engines ask for your URL (which is http://www.your-site's-
name.com), and your e-mail address.  Others ask for a little bit more information
such as your phone number, keywords, your name, etc.  It's quite easy, but time
consuming (should take you from 1-2 hours the first time, and get faster as you
try over and over again.)  THIS SUBMISSION SHOULD BE DONE AT LEAST
ONCE A MONTH TO BE EFFECTIVE!

Google:   http://www.google.com/addurl.html

Yahoo:   http://submit.search.yahoo.com/free/request
(you may need to sign up with them before being able to use the free submit form
- it just gives you a user name and password, and there is no cost).

DMOZ/AOL Search:  http://www.dmoz.org
(DMOZ Organization, AOL, Netscape, other engines, you need to find your
category and click add link at the top of that category page.)

Scrub the Web:  http://www.scrubtheweb.com/addurl.html
Microsoft Network MSN (Adds to Webcrawler, Hotbot, etc.):
http://www.microsoft.com/smallbusiness/buy/services.mspx

Alexa (Amazon.com's engine):
http://pages.alexa.com/help/webmasters/index.html
(submission box at bottom of page)

Search It:   http://www.searchit.com/addurl.htm

Entire Web:   http://www.entireweb.com/free_submission

Exact Seek Engine:  http://www.exactseek.com/add.html

Alta Vista: http://www.altavista.com/addurl/default  (now owned by Yahoo, must
submit free registration through Yahoo under the Basic Submit Link)

What U Seek:  http://www.whatuseek.com/addurl-secondary.shtml
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Jayde Engine:   http://search.jayde.com/cgi-bin/submit.cgi

Subjex Engine:  http://www.subjex.net/submit_url.html

Yellow Pages:   http://www.bestyellow.com/addurl.html

Search Warp:  http://searchwarp.com/AddURL.asp

On Seek:  http://www.onseek.com/cgi-bin/add.cgi

Add Pro (adds to additional mid-minor engines):
http://www.addpro.com/submit30.htm

Submit Express (adds to multi mid-minor search engines):
http://www.submitexpress.com/submit.html

123 Submit (adds to multi mid-minor engines):
http://websitesubmit.hypermart.net/freesubmit.htm

Submit Corner (add to multi mid-minor engines):
http://www.submitcorner.com/Tools/Submit/
http://submit.looksmart.com/info.jhtml  (Looksmart **)
https://signup.overture.com/s/dtc/signup/   (Overture **)

NOTE:  The last three engines with ( ** ) in them, mean that these directories
ONLY accept paid submissions, and these are the only three I recommend
paying for at this time.  Normally, a preferred listing runs about $200 - but I
would not recommend paying for ANY listing until you are confident your site is
"optimized" for search engine findability, and that your site has all the content you
want.  In other words, if your site is new, or almost brand new, hold off on paying
for listings for a while.

3)  You should consider paying for basic listings only with SOME engines.  Don't
pay everyone.  But if you were going to pay, I would choose to pay for only the
following engines:   Looksmart, Overture, and Yahoo.  Some of the engines allow
you to pay for "keywords" like "motorcycle insurance", and charge you a "per
click" fee based on the highest bid.  This is the best way in my opinion, because
you get interested viewers for the most part.  But you can also pay for
"placement" on a results list in numerical order, and that can be good too.  Yahoo
charges just to get listed - and your placement can be poor based on your site
design - but they are the #1 search "directory", so it is something to consider if
you have an extra $200 and a nice page.  Lastly, engines like Google have a
separate area on their results pages for advertisers that buy keywords, and since
Google is the largest engine, and most frequently visited - that is not a bid idea.
Sometimes you can put $50 to $200 a month into search engine advertising and
get quite a good return on your money.
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The bottom line here is that search engines need to become a familiar part of
your world if you have an agency web site that you want to get new customers
from.  To make search engines work for you, your site needs to be designed with
them in mind.
I am often asked if I can help "fix" or "design" agency sites which can be used
effectively in the search engines, and I do gladly give phone consultations and
will answer ANY questions you have about your agency web site - NO CHARGE.
That's right, FREE consultation or advice for any AAACO member.  You will get
straight talk from an agent who has DONE IT, and sold over 100 policies and
bonds a month from our agency site.  If you are looking for a website to design
from the ground up, we also can do that for less than $500 complete (does not
include your web site hosting cost and domain name purchase, which are
nominal and separate costs).  You can go to www.insurance-web-sales.com for
more information on our site designs and packages, or contact me at:  502-445-
2382.

Gary Savelli is President of Internet Sales of Basic West Insurance 
Agency in San Francisco, CA, technology convention speaker, twice 
winner of the "idea of the year" award at the AAACO Convention, and 
professional HTML computer programmer.  Gary's book "Selling In-
surance on the Internet" published by IIAA/Rough Notes is available at 
his website at: http://www.insurance-web-sales.com) 
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A Price Is What Internet Viewers Want
Most of All

by Gary Savelli

After several years on the Internet, I have learned one thing
that is ESSENTIAL to selling insurance on the web:  "a price is what Internet
viewers want most of all."

That is why it is very difficult for most brokers and agents to sell on the Internet.
Most agent web sites are nothing more than glorified "calling cards" - with little or
no pricing information.  Price is such a "variable" you may think it would be an
impossibility to provide this sort of information, however, there are many ways to
provide pricing, even if you can't give the price!  When a viewer lands on your
web site it is because they are looking for something.  Of course information is
something that web surfers want - but when it comes to insurance, the thing they
want most of all is to know "how much?"

Web sites that can give instant pricing will land sales, even if their price is NOT
competitive.  That sounds hard to believe, but often, I sell insurance to customers
when I KNOW that my price is higher than some of the competition, simply
because I tell them what it will cost QUICKLY.   Speed is what the Internet is all
about - the people using it will sacrifice price sometimes (within reason of
course), if they can get price indications fast, and purchase what they want
without much trouble.

So, when designing your web site keep this in mind:  If you get a viewer to your
site, don't let them leave without a price.  Your question will be, "how can I give
them a price when I don't even know their situation?"   We can overcome this
obstacle quite easily, and here's how to do it on your agency web site:

1)  Focus on lines of coverage for which you CAN provide some type of instant
pricing on line.  Types of coverage for which this can be done easily, would be
umbrella coverage; self-rater contractor and other liability programs;  bonds;  life
and health insurance, and so on.  If you have a rate sheet in your office - you can
feature those  prices on your web site (remember NOT to put the carrier's name
on your site, and to post a disclaimer that says the prices only apply if the client
qualifies for the product in question, etc.).   How many policies does our San
Francisco agency sell using this method?  Dozens per month... and the number
keeps growing.  People who get quick answers, are most times also ready to
buy!   or,   2)  When you can't provide a price - try to do it anyway!   I say this in
regards to auto, homeowners and motorcycle.   I know that instant pricing may
be an obstacle for these lines of coverage given the variables -  but you have a
few good  alternatives here to give your viewers what they want:
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First, you can subscribe to an
instant rating service (like
WebFSC, etc.) which allows your
viewers to get a quote on line.
However, even though we use
such services because of the
volume of visitors we have, I don't
like them too much.  The reason
is that when a person goes
through a rating script, you "lose
control" of that viewer (because
they leave your site to do the
rating on their own, and they may never return!)   Besides that, they can get the
price and name of the company from you, and then contact another broker with
that information.  I would much rather do it another way.

So secondly, instead of having a rating service (which is a sizable monthly
expenditure besides),  consider providing "pricing examples" on your website.
That way a viewer can get an "idea" of the price from real life examples that you
post.  For instance, you can look at some recent sales you made, and give those
examples on your site something like this:  "28 year old male in San Francisco,
with three tickets, needing an SR22 filing, and basic liability on a 1988 Ford
Mustang, ONLY $88.00 per month! - CLICK HERE FOR A QUOTE" (with a link
to your quote form).  This "whets" the viewer's appetite, and even though their
price will vary somewhat, at least they have some idea as to where they stand.  If
you give a handful of pricing situations, you are bound to appeal to most visitors.
Remember though - after a visitor requests an actual  quote using your form -
you must get a response to them right away - no more than 24 hours.

And thirdly, you can provide a "chart" for your clients, where they can look at a
territory (let's say S.F./L.A.), and their driving time, and their driving record, and
have rates mapped out - of course letting your viewers know these are
"indications" only - and to call or e-mail you for an exact price.

In conclusion - if you provide some actual pricing information on your website -
regardless of how accurate it is - you will have viewers contact you, and
hopefully, purchase their insurance from you, because YOU were the only one
willing to tell them what they wanted to know!

Gary Savelli is President of Internet Sales of Basic West Insurance 
Agency in San Francisco, CA, technology convention speaker, twice 
winner of the "idea of the year" award at the AAACO Convention, and 
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How to Use an Instant Rating Service
on Your Web Site Properly and
Profitably

by Gary Savelli

One of the things almost every web site visitor comes to your agency web site for
is information about the PRICE of your insurance!  If your web site has nothing
about pricing on it, you will definitely lose the casual visitor right from the start.
So some kind of pricing information is a MUST on your web site.  Through
several years of trial and error, I have found that WHAT you reveal about costs,
and HOW you deliver the pricing for insurance on line is directly related to the
amount of insurance you will sell from your web site.

The emergence of instant insurance rating scripts online has been a real
challenge for our agency.  I think their technology is great - but using that
technology has become a "balancing act" which took us a good deal of time to
manage properly.  One would think (as I first did) that having instant rating
capability on your web site would only result in increased insurance sales.  But
that was not immediately the case.

We found that putting out instant rating services for your viewers actually resulted
in DECREASED sales because we did not manage the flow of your visitors
carefully. We wanted the script to do our sales work for us, and it just couldn't do
that.  Many visitors get your price and never call you (for many unknown
reasons).  As an example, one such customer got an instant price from my script
which was too high and left.  Later, on a whim, he decided to call us and ask
why.  It turned out he entered information on the system incorrectly, and I almost
lost a customer - which I did end up selling after all because I talked with him.
The reality is, that YOU MUST HAVE PERSONAL  INTERACTION WITH YOUR
VIEWERS to sell significantly and profitably on the web.  The online rating script
can become a "tool" - but it cannot be what you rely on to make sales and gain
the kind of customers your agency wants.

I have no "actuarial" data to back up my feelings about this issue (because I have
kept no hard statistics from our agency's sales from our web site), but I do have
over 3 years experience selling hundreds of policies on line.  At our San
Francisco agency (http://www.sr22.net) it is not a rare thing for us to sell 100
policies or bonds a month to online customers alone - but of those hundred, I
would venture to say that maybe only 10% of them are sold because of the
instant price we provided using a rating script.  Almost ALL policies are
eventually sold because we have "interacted", usually by telephone, with that
customer at some point.  Since I am not active on the sales end like I used to be
(I am devoted to the internet and web site technology side of the agency), I still
get input from the sales staff - and they also feel that they cannot rely on the on
line rater as the "solution" to selling.
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At our web site we do everything we can to have customers call us first.  That is
the best way to sell from your web site because you can control the situation.

You can truly meet their needs
and satisfy your need to protect
your carriers and your agency
from unprofitable or undesirable
situations.  YOU MUST TALK TO
YOUR WEB SITE CUSTOMERS!

In many lines of coverage we post
a rough "idea" of the average
costs by giving examples of past
policies sold (sometimes this is
not possible, but we know for

example, how much bonds, or umbrella policies generally cost and we can post
that information with a disclaimer.) That whets their appetite to contact us by
phone.  By talking to a customer, the close ratio is vastly higher because we can
find out what they are truly looking for, and, by the way - we are nice people!

If a viewer wants auto or homeowners, we have a script available as the "last
resort."  This is effective for "after hours" web site visitors, but still, it is important
to talk to the person who wants to buy insurance from you at some point.  Believe
it or not, frequently the person who has gotten a rate from our rating service
online, is not a customer I want!  Or, they select coverages and companies I don't
want them to have for a variety of reasons.  So on our on line rating service we
have a disclaimer that says they may choose companies or coverages not
available to them, so we can control that business.  But getting a rate online at
least gives the potential client a point of reference price wise, and sometimes
they reward you for that service with a sale.

Another drawback to the instant rating script is the fact that most consumers
don't know insurance.  They choose liability only for their brand new Corvette.  Or
they choose $65,000 homeowners coverage for their 5,000 square foot home
because that's the loan balance.  The stories go on and on.  It's just better to
have them call you and get it right from the start.

Lastly, the instant rating script can be a little cumbersome for some agents and
CSR's to handle.  Hopefully agents are getting more and more computer savvy
as time goes on - but it takes a little bit of knowledge to download the rating files,
import them into your system, and, as we do, e-mail back a confirmed quote with
a scanned application attachment to the potential client.  The cost of instant
rating services can be a little much for the smaller agency (most services start at
$100+ per month.) as well - so take your time in making such a decision.

In closing, be cautious with your instant on line rating service.  Make it a tool that
YOU use to MAKE sales, and not lose them.  In my book, "Selling Insurance on
the Internet" I offer more information on rating scripts which can help you find the
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right balance.  You can get that book at http://www.insurance-web-sales.com if it
will help - or if you are looking for a quality agency web site (including a home
page and quote forms for up to 12 lines of coverage for only $500.00 complete),
hosting services for your web site (starting at only $5.00 a month), or information
on adding your rating script to your current site contact me (502-445-2382) and I
will get you the basic facts, as always, at no charge.

Gary Savelli is President of Internet Sales of Basic West Insurance 
Agency in San Francisco, CA, technology convention speaker, twice 
winner of the "idea of the year" award at the AAACO Convention, and 
professional HTML computer programmer.  Gary's book "Selling In-
surance on the Internet" published by IIAA/Rough Notes is available at 
his website at: http://www.insurance-web-sales.com) 
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Five Ways to Effectively Improve the
Appearance of Your Agency's Web
Site (And Make More Sales!)

by Gary Savelli

There is no doubt in the Internet world, that how a web site "appears" is directly
related to how effective that site is.  This is particularly true with insurance web
sites.  There is no way on earth you are going to sell insurance from your web
site if it looks amateur, cheesy, or unprofessional to your viewers.   Insurance is a
product that requires trust and professionalism, so your site must reflect the
same.

I have found that for an insurance web site to be effective, it must have certain
things that will open a viewer's "heart" and develop their confidence in your
agency.  Yes, impressions are important when people decide how to spend their
money.  Unfortunately for insurance agents, most design companies want to sell
them a site that is colorful, full of effects, and busy.  Stay away from such design
packages - oftentimes they will turn away potential customers.  I have a list of 5
things I believe EVERY insurance agency should employ in their web site design.
Whether you have a company make a web site for you, or do it yourself, you
would be well advised to keep these appearance-related tips in mind:

1)  Make your web page background color (the part the text sits on) white, or as
close to white as you can.  I know that sounds dull, but it is essential.  I have
gone so far as to refuse to design sites that are NOT white backgrounded,
because I know what that will do to that agency's web site results.  Viewers trust
white!   It makes text easy to read, clean, and professional.  Colorful
backgrounds, with colorful text say to the viewer, "isn't this fun!", and that is NOT
what a person wants to see or hear when buying insurance!  Insurance is
"business", and professional business is white - so stick with white as the
background for your web site.

2)  Less is more.  Have LESS text and information on your web pages.  If
needed, have more pages that appeal to various products, but don't cram it all on
a few pages.   Viewers will not read all the "busy" things agents want to tell them.
Viewers do not need to know useless facts about your agency - that's not what
they came for.  So whenever possible, use as FEW words as possible, and make
those words "KEY" words for the products you are selling.  For example, if you
are selling motorcycle insurance, use the words "motorcycle insurance"
frequently.  Save room to accent your text with good looking graphics to improve
that "communication" (which we will discuss shortly).

3)  Pricing information is required.  You MUST tell your viewers cost information
in some form or fashion.  You can do this in a variety of ways.  You can list
examples of a few accounts you recently sold (such as:  Frank XX purchased his
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$150,000 homeowners package for only $510.00 per year!).  Or you can use
quotations with price examples (such as: "Joe XX says: "I bought full coverage
for a 1999 Harley Davidson
FX1200 for only $452.00 per year.
Thank you ABCD Insurance
Agency!").  Or you can give price
challenges (for example:  "Let us
show you how to insure your
motorcycle for less than $20.00 a
month in most cases").  Whatever
way you find effective -  DOLLAR
INFORMATION must appear on
your pages!

4)  Graphics MUST be used
effectively.  Your graphics need to be good quality and smaller in size.   There
must be ample white space around them, and they need to be fast-loading.
Large graphics which take significant time to load turn off viewers immediately.
Try to use professional looking .gif graphics which are no larger than  200X200
pixels if you possibly can.  A graphic needs to say something, because it has
been proven that most viewers on the web "look" rather than read.  So if you sell
auto insurance to DUI drivers, you need to have a stern looking policeman
graphic.  If you sell earthquake insurance an earthquake ravaged home graphic
will do the trick.  Make EVERY graphic count... make it SAY something, and
make it DO something.

5)  Your web site must look like a place to BUY something!   I see countless
agency sites that are nothing more than calling cards, with almost "hidden" links
for quotes and such.  This will not do.  Your viewers must have places they see
on your site, where you command them to buy, or at least contact you about
what you are selling.  Otherwise, what is the point?  Have bold places throughout
your website that say things like, "Get a Quote NOW", or "Purchase Today", or
"Click Here to Find Out More", etc.  You MUST tell your viewer what you want
them to do, and it must look like a button, a link, or something THEY can do to
get involved.  Viewers do not know what to do until you tell them.

Is your site lacking these features?  If so, you have some homework to do!

I am often asked if I can help "fix" agency sites, and I do gladly give phone
consultations and will answer ANY questions you have about your agency web
site - NO CHARGE.  That's right, FREE for any AAACO member.  You will get
straight talk from an agent who has DONE IT, and sold over 100 policies and
bonds a month from our agency site.  You can contact me via e-mail at:
gsavelli@aol.com  or by calling me direct line at:  502-445-2382).

If you are looking for a website to design from the ground up, we also can do that
for less than $500 complete (does not include your web site hosting cost and
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domain name purchase, which are nominal and separate costs).  You can go to
www.insurance-web-sales.com for more information on our site designs and
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Marketing Your Web Site Through the
Power of E-mail

by Gary Savelli

One of the dilemmas which the on-line agency must overcome
is obtaining site traffic,  and you must use every means at your disposal to drive
people to your site (where they will hopefully purchase coverage from you).
Obviously, if you are trying to sell insurance through your web site, you must first
be able to get interested visitors there, and in future editions I will teach you how
to do this through search engines and other advertising.  But in this article, I want
to center in on how to develop a customer base through E-mail harvesting ,
marketing, and mailing.

Every agency has contact with potential customers day in and day out.  Phone
calls, walk-ins, referrals, telemarketing, etc.  It is my firm belief that the very first
question your agency should ask every person you contact is:  "may I have your
e-mail address please?"   E-mail is one of the most effective ways to
communicate important information to "potential" customers (and to existing
customers which may buy additional insurance later).

For example, after you give a telephone quote on auto insurance, you'll want to
follow that quote up with a quick "E-mail" - reminding that person about your
agency's quality service, pricing, etc.  You may even want to send a copy of the
quote you gave them via E-mail if you use a rating service which prints out a
quote letter (which you can copy into your e-mail).  This is an impressive way to
let your potential customer know that you can do the job for them - and
professionally!   Obviously, you'll want to have a letter already typed that you can
just copy and paste into the body of your e-mail. (for computer novices, copying
any windows text is done by highlighting the text you want to copy, then pressing
the [Control + C] keys, and pasting is done by clicking your mouse into the body
of the e-mail area where you want to put the text, and pressing the [Control + V]
keys.)   These letters should have links to your website, contact phone numbers,
and other important data these customers need to get a hold of you and buy!

Another way to use E-mail in conjunction with your website is to compile a list of
potential customer's E-mail addresses (the possibilities are unlimited here - you
can have people in your agency do telemarketing, call your existing customers,
call past customers, etc.) and do an E-mail marketing campaign.  Perhaps you
can tell about special policies you are offering, or policies with new coverages
which have been added, or even have a weekly or monthly informational E-zine
with the latest insurance news.  Again, you will want links to your website,
contact phone numbers, and other important data these customers need to get a
hold of you and buy!
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Lastly, another way to obtain e-mail addresses is though your website itself.
Have an E-mail sign up box on your site where you invite viewers to sign up for
special mailings, deposit discounts, etc. to customers that wish to receive them.

In my book, "Selling Insurance on the Internet" I offer a variety of sample quote
letters and other marketing tools we have used at our San Francisco agency to
sell over 100+ policies and bonds a month from our web site.  You can get that
book at http://www.insurance-web-sales.com if you need it.  In closing, if you are
not using your E-mail to sell insurance, you are missing one of the best computer
tools you have... and the best part is that E-mail campaigns are FREE!  Now
where else will you find such an advertising value?!   Send out those E-mails
today or tomorrow and watch your volume increase.

Gary Savelli is President of Internet Sales of Basic West Insurance 
Agency in San Francisco, CA, technology convention speaker, twice 
winner of the "idea of the year" award at the AAACO Convention, and 
professional HTML computer programmer.  Gary's book "Selling In-
surance on the Internet" published by IIAA/Rough Notes is available at 
his website at: http://www.insurance-web-sales.com) 
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Working With Your Insurance Carriers
to Make Internet Sales
by Gary Savelli

When writing business from the Internet, it is
important that you let the insurance companies you work with know
what you are doing. There are a variety of reasons which I will
touch on, but I feel each carrier has a right to know where there
business is coming from.

I have NEVER had a company tell me NOT to write business from the Internet. In
fact, their response is usually the other way around -one of interest and
encouragement. Insurance companies, in my opinion, are light years behind other
types of companies who have seen the economical value of doing business on the
web. There are a few companies that have started to get serious about it, but at the
time I am writing this, very few. Most of the companies come to see me to find out
HOW I am doing business because they are excited about learning more. You will
be teaching your companies how to do it! At our web site we do primarily property
and casualty lines of insurance. I have not yet sold much life or health insurance
from our site (although I have had inquiries), so much of the advice I give you would
be related to the property/casualty lines. Here are some of the reasons why it is
important to work with your companies, and let them know you are doing Internet
business:

1. They will make "exceptions to the rule" oftentimes, to help you place this
business. One example that comes to mind is an account I wanted to write for
auto coverage, and that particular carrier had an "agent must inspect" rule in their
program. I called the company's marketing representative and told them that the
person had prior and continuous coverage, it was a good family type auto risk,
the kind they were looking for, and that due to the distance (they were in
southern California and I am in northern California), I could not inspect the cars.
He told me, "oh that's no problem. Just put my name on the application as
approved." Boy, I was pretty surprised. Here was an account I was ready to turn
away, and the marketing representative says to write it! You never know until you
ask. On the other hand, there have been many times when I have HAD to turn
away accounts, because it didn't fit and the carrier would NOT change their
guidelines for me. So when I quote risks via the Internet I have to take that into
consideration. Obviously, it is not good to quote an account, and sell it, only to
turn around and tell the customer you cannot write it for them. If you feel an
account will not fit a certain market, don't even quote it with that company.

2. It is important that you don't violate your company's trust. I remember one
instance where I wrote a new motorcycle insurance risk, and 3 days after the
account was placed, the fellow totaled out the $6,000 cycle. The carrier called
me and asked me how well I knew the client. Of course, I had to explain that I
didn't know them well at all. And so, you can put yourself at risk of losing a carrier
if you ruin your relationship with them. Therefore, tell your carriers the
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relationship you have with the client on the application, if there is not already a
spot for that on the new business forms. Fortunately in the above case, I had let
the carrier know on the application that the account was new to our office, and I
did not know them previously, so there was not too much they could really say or
do about it. It was acceptable to them per their guidelines, so I was clear of any
blame or malice. Needless to say, I am a little more cautious now when using
that company, which is the prudent thing to do anyway. You learn how to be
better at what you do with every
mishap.

3. You will save yourself a lot of
time and explaining, by being up
front with your carriers about
your Internet endeavors. One
company called me (during my
early days), and said, "How
come you're always using these
fax copies of our applications,
and we can barely read them?"
(That is where I got the idea to
make sure that I have the absolute clearest application copies possible.) I told
them that the business came from the Internet, and the underwriter was actually
very happy to see it. But had I communicated this to them in advance I could
have saved a half hour on the phone.

4. Sometimes, your insurance companies may PAY you for your Internet business! I
had one marketing representative come to see me to thank me for the sudden
surge in policies with them. They were NOT very competitive in our area, but
they were great in areas I was quoting around our state from the Internet. When I
told her why, she was thrilled. Before she left, she handed me $250.00 in "bonus"
coupons. These coupons had spaces for the names and policy numbers of
accounts placed in the last 60 days,and each one was worth $25.00. It was no
trouble for my book keeper to find the policies written and claim that money!
Another company decided to provide free marketing materials, brochures,
mousepads, notebooks, binders.... you name it - I got it! "Freebies" because of
my Internet business. Yet another company uses me as their "poster boy." When
someone from their home office comes to visit California (the home office is in
another state), the marketing representative always brings the home office V.P.
or whatever, out to see me. Then she makes me tell them how much business
we do on the Internet, and all about my web site, etc. I get tired of telling the
same stories over and over, but I like helping her make a good impression.
Recently, as a thank you, she sent us some coupons for free pizza at a local
restaurant... which we enjoyed on our Friday lunch.

5. Be a hero for a change. Most of my companies think I'm the smartest agent they
have. (They haven't talked to my wife lately!) Really. Enjoy the limelight when you
can. It gives you a sense of accomplishment to have your companies tell you
how great you are, and to be interested in YOU for a change (instead of being
interested in themselves.) One company came in and peppered me about why I
was not writing more business with them. I told them it was because they were
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NOT "Internet sensitive." It led to an intense discussion, and in the end it became
obvious that they needed me, more than I needed them. They were VERY aware
of my Internet success due to articles they were reading in the insurance
journals, they knew it. I let them know that OTHER companies are PAYING me
for business, not threatening me... and I wanted to know what THEY would do for
ME (wow! that's a switch!). They said they would talk to their superiors about it. A
week later I get a call, to let me know they are coming out with a new
homeowners product (For my "Internet" customers!), and asked would I like to be
appointed. (I wanted to tell them, "Let me talk to my superiors about it"!) But,
hopefully as I will be forever, I was gracious, and said, "I'd love it." These are
some of the advantages in letting your companies know what you are doing on
the Internet. Like anything in life, communicating is very important. It's a lot better
to solve what can turn into problems way in advance. And it's even better to find
out what benefits are available that you'll never know about until you ask!

Gary Savelli is President of Internet Sales of Basic West Insurance 
Agency in San Francisco, CA, technology convention speaker, twice 
winner of the "idea of the year" award at the AAACO Convention, and 
professional HTML computer programmer.  Gary's book "Selling In-
surance on the Internet" published by IIAA/Rough Notes is available at 
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Why Most Agencies Never Get New
Customers Through Their Agency
Web Site

by Gary Savelli

At one of my recent seminars, I asked approximately fifty agents how many had
a web site for their agency.  About 45 hands went up.  Then I asked, how many
of them had sold an insurance policy from their web site during the last 30 days.
1 hand went up.  Only ONE!!  Something about that is not right.   It is obvious
that agencies lack what they need to SELL insurance from their web sites.
Normally, our San Francisco agency will sell about 100 policies and bonds a
month from our site.  That number has decreased slightly since I have not been
as active on the insurance side of things, but if we wanted to and had the
manpower, I suppose we could sell 200 a month.  What makes the difference? I
believe there are two things that set apart the agencies that sell from the web:
"Knowledge" and "Desire".

Let's take the latter first.  Desire.  I have designed many agency web sites.
Some have done well.  Some have not done so well.  The designs were basically
the same, so  something was different between the agencies.  What I found over
time, was that the site which had success also had agents which saw the
potential in it - and who were willing to invest substantial amounts of time, and
modest amounts of resources in making sure their web sites worked.  That
meant that these agents did some things on a regular basis:  1) They were
working with search engines to make sure their web pages were submitted
regularly.  2)  They were always trying to improve their placement in the search
engines by looking at the competition's pages, changing their emphasis and code
to get more viewers, and adding pages and products that sold well on the web.
3)  They were always doing other types of advertising to get visitors to their site
(such as adding their site to the yellow page ad they had; mailing out stuffers to
existing clients; putting up posters; doing e-mail campaigns, etc.  4)  They were
hungry to read more about computer and the Internet to see if they could learn
how to improve their web site and add features that people would use (such as
loan calculators, an insurance glossary, a question and answer area, etc.)

In short - the agents that have been able to sell from their web sites had
something that cannot be done "automatically" - and that was the DESIRE to
make their sites  succeed.  Of course, that desire involved time - their personal
time.  But I know of no other way to really get your agency web site "pumped up
a notch".  It has to come from "within".

The other thing you must have to make sales from your agency web site is
KNOWLEDGE.   Firstly, you need a good web site that is designed in such a way
so as to foster sales.  If you don't know what that means, I would suggest you
read my book (details below) before many ANY investment in getting your site up
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and running.  If you already have a web site, I still suggest you read my book to
find out whether your current web site can work for you or not!  Chances are,
your site is NOT designed well (95% of the sites I look at for customers are NOT
built in a way that will bring customers in), and will actually hinder sales.  You
need to know why customers going to a search engine, and entering "California
SR 22 filing", will pull up my web site.  And you need to know why someone
going to a search engine and entering in "California contractor license bond" will
find my site.  Go ahead and try it... there are REASONS why consumers will and
will not find your agency - and if you will take the time to gain that knowledge the
Internet will work for you.  Even if I were to design a web site for you - which
would be a good one - over time, changes and additions would have to be made
after you study the competition, to move you up in the search engine rankings
and make you more find-able.

One of the things you will learn when you get knowledge is that there are VERY
FEW agencies that have either the knowledge or the desire to make sales.  That

is good news for YOU!  The
competition is relatively small
which makes the Internet one of
the very few places where the
smaller agent can compete with
the bigger one and WIN!  Stir up
the DESIRE.  Get the
KNOWLEDGE.  Once you have
both, there is no stopping you!

In my book, "Selling Insurance
on the Internet" I give you a nuts
and bolts plan for an agency web

site starting from ground zero to the end of the sales process.  You can get that
book at http://www.insurance-web-sales.com.

Or if you want information on how to get a quality agency web site (including a
home page and quote forms for up to 12 lines of coverage for only $500.00
complete), hosting services for your web site (starting at only $5.00 a month), or
any other facts about your agency site, contact me (502-445-2382) and I will be
glad to consult with you and hopefully stir up your "DESIRE" - as always, at no
charge!

Gary Savelli is President of Internet Sales of Basic West Insurance 
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The Birth of
YourInsuranceAgency.com

by Gary Savelli

Yes, they're failing... the DotComs are going under by the
droves, and if you've been reading the news, you're even LESS inspired
than ever to build a web site, or to keep struggling to make your agency
website succeed than ever before. Right? WRONG!! Here's why....

I'm more inspired than EVER! Why? Because nearly every one of the principles I
teach in my book, "Selling Insurance on the Internet", was violated by these online
companies in part or in total. They are dying because they are not listening (not just
to me, but to many others who have been saying the same things for years now.) If
you are an insurance agent, NOW is the time to get on the Internet if you are not on
it already! Now is NOT the time to roll over and die. Now is the time to "be born!"

What Went Wrong?

Why are these Internet companies failing? There are several reasons, and if we can
learn from them, we can make OUR insurance websites successful. Let's look at
some of the reasons for these failures, and what we must do to succeed and to start
making money on the web.

Wrong Move #1: Large Amounts of Capital Spent on Advertising

These companies were spending millions in advertising. The truth is, that you will
NEVER get your money's worth in advertising on the Internet. However, the good
news is that you don't need it to be successful. There is no need for an independent
agency to develop a "brand name recognition," and that's mostly what web
advertising will do. Of course, with that recognition will come some internet traffic --
and that's what it's all about. But there are a variety of ways to get traffic to your site
for little or nothing. The easiest way, and the cheapest way, is through the search
engines, many of which are still "free." There are a few that now require fees, are
worth paying for (Yahoo, LookSmart, and Inktomi to name some of the prominent
ones), but by and large, you can get traffic to your website for free. Enough to keep
most independent agents busy every day. What an insurance agency needs to get
web site traffic is good web page layout and coding, hard work in submitting your
pages to the search engines, and taking the time to make contacts, improve flyers,
advertising, yellow page ads, and other avenues, which will get people to visit your
site. And no insurance web site will produce sales without a good assortment of
insurance products that are competitively priced, good sales strategies, and "niche"
marketing for specific insurance types and needs.

Wrong Move #2: They made the Internet Their MAIN Source of Revenue.

At this time, the Internet will probably NOT be your MAIN source of revenue. It needs
to be an adjunct to what you are already doing. At our agency, about 25% of our
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monthly revenue comes through the Internet. That percentage is on the increase, but
we realize it is an ADDITIONAL source of income, not the main source. Sites like "e-
Toys," "Pets.com," who were Internet earning ONLY companies, learned they could
not survive that way. Even companies like "Amazon.com" would not exist through
their retail Internet sales alone. You need alternate sources of revenue, whether you
are a small or large company. Companies that are successful because they see this
(like JC Penny.com, K-Mart's Bluelight.com, etc.), realize that the Internet is a TOOL,
not a SOLUTION. Spend a good deal of time and resources on your site NOW, so it
will be ready for the FUTURE. But realize that you cannot drop
everything else for it. Keep improving what you are doing at your site, and make sure
that your site succeeds. If it improves what you already do well, that is success from
an Internet standpoint.

Wrong Move #3: Huge Amounts of Capital Spent on their Hardware and
Software.

What do you need to succeed on the internet? A very simple array of things. A
computer, an Internet service, a hosting company, and a basic selling-oriented web
site. The computer you probably have already. The Internet Service you can get for
only $20.00 a month or so (America On-Line, etc.). The web host should cost you
between $10.00-$20.00 a month, and the website should cost you no more than a
$500.00 one time charge, with very minimal charges for updates. That's it.
Everything else is "fluff." If you spend more than what I have told you, it's over-kill,
and it will be wasted money by and large. I hear horror stories of agents spending
large startup fees ($1000's and beyond), large hosting fees from some insurance
web site hosting vultures (in the neighborhood of $100.00 a month and up), and
other needless fees like paying for useless quotations and leads, paying hundreds of
dollars for links on web sites, and on and on. You don't need it! And if you are in
such scams, try to get out. (If you need help starting a site, we can get you going for
only $500.00 at http://www.insurance-web-sales.com ). With your hard work after the
site is running, you will sell. I have not met one who has not, if they were serious
about making it happen.

Wrong Move #4: They Tried to Do Everything Electronically or
Automatically.

I have found that the sites which are making money are those who have the ability to
work via the internet AND which have customer sales and support people at an 800
number, especially "service" type sites (which insurance agents are). You MUST
have personal contact with your customers. The LESS personal interaction I have
with my clients, the less I sell. There is NO budging for me on that issue. Over three
years of experience has proven this to me, without controversy. If you don't TALK to
people, it is hard to sell. One example? The other day a man contacted me about
earthquake insurance. Asked for a quote. I gave him the figures via e-mail. He
contacted me by phone and asked why he should buy the insurance from me, rather
than from the company directly (he even named the company before I told him who it
was because he had gotten the figures from the carrier's web site which were
identical to the quotes I provided!). Never mind what I told him. He bought the policy
from me. That was a $70.00 commission I made in 3 minutes of talk. I am better to
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him than any insurance company web site, and so are YOU! People still want
people...and if you don't like people, you won't sell too much. Lastly, if you need help
with your web site endeavors, just ask. The selfish won't tell you anything. The
greedy will charge you huge sums for information. Stay away from them. The people
that really care about YOU, will help you for a fair and reasonable price...that's how
you will know who to be trust. (And when you ask, make sure you ask ONLY the
people that are doing it successfully. Most of the things I read in insurance
magazines are written by "consultants" who have never sold an insurance policy on
the Internet in their life!) So what I am asking you to do, is refrain from making the
mistakes most agents and failing internet companies are making. It's time to be
BORN! Don't get on the Internet hoping it will do your work FOR you. Get on the
Internet so it can work WITH you...and you will see a big difference!

Gary Savelli is President of Internet Sales of Basic West Insurance 
Agency in San Francisco, CA, technology convention speaker, twice 
winner of the "idea of the year" award at the AAACO Convention, and 
professional HTML computer programmer.  Gary's book "Selling In-
surance on the Internet" published by IIAA/Rough Notes is available at 
his website at: http://www.insurance-web-sales.com) 
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